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abstract 

The spectrum of the staggered Dirac operator in two-dimensional QED is investigated 

at finite chemical potential. In the quenched model, it is shown that lattice artefacts 

cause a spurious scattering of eigenvalues. This scattering disappears when the lattice 

distance is taken to zero- In the unquenched model, a new approach is used to show 

that similar effects are absent. 
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1 Introduction 

Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QGD) predicts chiral symmetry restoration at high 

baryon density. This interesting phenomenon can be studied numerically in the lattice 

formulation of QCD, where a chemical potential ц for the quarks allows for a non

zero baryon density. The inclusion of a chemical potential into the usual (zero baryon 

density) formulation amounts to only a small modification of the lattice Dirac operator 

[1,2]. Unfortunately, it has proven to be difficult to obtain sensible results from Monte 

Carlo simulations using this modified Dirac operator. 

Direct simulation of fuJI QCD at ft ф О is difficult, since the effective action for the 

gauge fields, with the fermtons integrated out, is complex. Faced with this difficulty 

it was argued [2] that also at /i Ф 0 one could use the quenched approximation. 

However, Monte Carlo simulations of the quenched theory gave unexpected results 

[3): At zero (current) quark mass, it seemed that any non-zero value of ц produced 

chiral symmetry restoration. For non-zero quark mass the critical value of /*, beyond 

which the theory is in the baryon rich phase, seemed to obey pt = |mT I тж is the 

pion mass. Of course one expects that this phase transition is driven by the lowest 

lying baryonic state with energy т д : це = ^тд . 

The numerical evidence for this peculiar result comes from a study of the spectrum 

of the staggered Dirac operator p at non-zero ц [3]. The connection between chiral 

symmetry breaking and the eigenvalue distribution is elucidated by writing the chiral 

order parameter as 

At zero /4 the operator Jp is anti-hermitian and its eigenvalues A, arc imaginary. 

For a large volume V, the summation can be approximated by a one-dimensional 

integration, 

№х> = / < Ы Ы ^ . (..2) 
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The density of eigenvalues on the imaginary axis is measured by p\ Ghiral symmetry 

breaking can then be recognised by a non-sero density of eigenvalues on the real axis, 

P'{0) ф 0. 

Also at ii Ф 0, when the eigenvalues are not necessarily imaginary, it can be 

recognised that me OTder parameter (xx) >s discontinuous at m — 0 only if the 

eigenvalues of ф cluster on a line in the complex plane that crosses the real axis in 

the origin. To be a little bit more precise, we may consider the density of eigenvalues 

in the complex plane. This density is defined similary to the one-dimensional case 

above. Now the summation is replaced by a two-dimensional integral, 

<XX> = fdxdyp{x,y) l , (1.3) 
J x + xy -г т 

where p(x,y) is the density of eigenvalues A = x + iy. As an illustration, consider 

P(i,y) = ct(y)6(x) + с,(у)*(Д' - x2) , (1.4) 

Then it follows that {x"x) is discontinuous at m = 0, and it has a discontinuous 

derivative (a cusp) at m = ±Д . Here we assume that Ci.j(O) Ф 0. 

It was found in ref. [3] that for any ц ф 0 the eigenvalues are distributed evenly 

in a strip round the imaginary axis, with no trace remaining of a ^-function on the 

imaginary axis. This implies that (x"x) >я continuous at m = 0 and chtrat symmetry 

appears to be restored. Eventhough a 6 peak in the eigenvalue density was excluded, 

a discontinuous change from zero to non-sero density across the edges of the strip was 

strongly suggested. Guided by (1.4), it was concluded that the discontinuety of (xx) 

at m = 0 and ц = 0 was weakend to a cusp at m = ± Д for \JL Ф 0. Here we use ± Д to 

indicate the edges of the eigenvalue strip where it crosses the real axis. Furthermore 

it was found that uot/ i* . 

One interpretes such a cusp in (jfx) a s * signal of the transition between the zero 

baryon phase and the baryon rich phase: The baryon density becomes non-zero as 

soon as ц > |Л/в and for each m there is a critical value of/* given by цс — |Л?я(т). 
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This equation defines the phase transition line in the /* - m plane. Alternatively one 

can vary m at a fixed value of p > \MB(0), Then baryons are excited for m < mt, 

where me is given by Afa(mc) = /i, i.e. m, — Mgl(^). This phase transition should 

abruptly change the m dependence of <Ух) at m — m«. 

Now it is clear that in principle the m dependence of the baryon mass MB can be 

found from the ц dependence of the spectrum of Jp. One looks for a step-function 

in the eigenvalue distribution {cf. (1.4)) and measures the width Л as a function of 

/j. The critical value of m is m4 = Л(д) and the critical ц and baryon mass follow: 

/ie = \MB(m) = Д _ , ( т ) . The result Д oc ^' [3] thus implies that pt oc yfm. This 

m dependence is the same aj for the pion mass and the proportionality factor turned 

oat to be such that /ie *s jm„, which is the result quoted above. These results were 

obtained for gauge fields in the strong coupling limit. However, exploratory results 

suggested that a similar picture emerged for more weakly coupled gauge fields. 

The attitude one has mainly taken to live with this weird phase structure is to 

blame the quenching. Following the suggestion of Gibbs [4] it was argued that in the 

unquenched theory the phase transition &i $tc <x y/m would be absent. Numerical 

support for this conjecture (aUo in the strong coupling limit) was presented in refs. 

[5,6,7j, but see also ref. [8] for a critical note. 

Even if turning to the unquenched theory would avoid the problems, it doe« not 

explain them. It seems unsatisfactory to dismiss the quenched approximation without 

really knowing why. An alternative attempt to shed light on the spurious phase 

transition without discarding t'te quenched approxmation was made by Mendel [9]. 

He suggested that the coarseness of the lattice might be the source of the trouble, 

Below, we will investigate both suggestions using a model that allows for con

siderable explicitness: Quantum Electrodynamics in two dimensions (QEDj). In this 

model it would seem to be particularly easy to look for ц dependence caused by lattice 

artefacts. This is so, because one expects fermion confinement and consequently no 

/* dependence unless lattice artefacts are present. Unfortunately we will be forced to 
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consider very small volumes, in which the fermions are nearly free. This complicates 

the analysis. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In sect. 2, exact results are 

presented for the spectrum of the Dirac operator in the continuum for free fermions 

and for fermions interacting with a smooth topologkally non-trivial gauge field The 

free fermion spectrum serves to get acquainted with the effect of a finite /i on the 

eigenvalue distribution. It also serves to explicitly show the effect of a small space-

t ime volume. This is interesting in its own right, but it will also ue relevant for 

the sequel. The topologicaily non-trivial ga*:?e held is interesting, because we find 

tha t the spectrum is independent of я in this case. In sect. 3 we turn to the lattice 

and the gauge fields are allowed to fluctuate. We discuss in some detr :! how the 

continuum limit is taken. In sect. 4 we look for lattice artefacts in the eigenvalue 

distribution. Since such effects are obscured in a spectrum which is expected to be 

fi dependent, we will use topologicaliy non-trivial gauge fields: The results of sect. 2 

and the appendix suggest that for these gauge fields the spectrum is independent of 

/*, unless lattice artefacts interfere. Here we will find evidence for the suggestion [9j 

that lattice artefacts affect the eigenvalue distribution at finite fx\ the spectra show a 

ц dependent scattering which disappears when the lattice distance is taken to zero. 

In sect. 5 the unquenched theory is considered. First the approach of the earlier 

sections, of 'looking at the eigenvalue distribution', is generalized to the unquenched 

case. Next we note that the unquenched theory has, no dependence on the chemical 

potential. This is forced by a well-known global L'(i) symmetry of the path integral. 

We argue that it is physically appealing to remove this global symmetry. Sect. 5 

closes with a presentation of exploratory results for the unquenched model, using a 

pa th integral average with this global symmetry removed. This provides evidence 

that finite a effects similar to those found in the quenched approximation are absent 

or at least strongly suppressed. A discussion of the relevance of our results for QCD 

is given in sect. 6. An appendix elaborates on the spectum of p for topologicaily 
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non-trivial gauge fields in the continuum. 

2 Exact results for the spectrum of If) at fi ^ 0 

In this section we consider the Dirac operator on a 2-torus with size L2, 

!/>=$-i4 + W. (2.1) 

Av{x) is the gauge potential, jx is the chemical potential and 1ХЛ are Pauli matrices. 

The most simple example of a gauge potential for which p can be diagonalized 

analytically is Л^(х) = a^/L, a constant. The eigenvalues are 

A^iiM + fo + i d T " . 

p„ = 2пк„/Ь + <xvfL , *„ = 0 , ± 1 , - " . (2.2) 

Since this spectrum is invariant under av—+av + 2тг, it is sufficient to consider 

only or„([0,2тг]. This example can be used to show the signature of free ferrnious in 

the spectrum. Also the effect of a finite volume can be demonstrated. From (2 2) it 

follows that finite I, effects are small if the momentum ;:teps 2n/L are small compared 

to ц: L\L >> 2ъ. As an illustration of the large L case, fig. la shows the spectrum 

of ф for LpL - 40 (o„ —- 0), It is seen that the eigenvalues are distributed in a region 

-ц < Re A < +/*, with an increasing density towards the edges. As was explained 

in the introduction such an eigenvalue distribution gives rize to an abrupt ch.inge in 

the mass depender.-e of (Ух) at m = j * . This corresponds to the threshold of fcrmiou 

excitation. From the д dependence of the width of the eigenvalue distribution, Д ~ ц, 

we can infer the fermion mass: rri/ = Д~ 1 (т) — m as expected. 

Fig. lb shows the spectrum for a small volume Lp - 2. Now the spectrum is only 

sparsely populated and there are only two eigenvalues on the real axis. For this small 

value of LpL the eigenvalue distribution depends sensitively on av. Clearly it would be 

preferable to have a larfec value of Z/i, such as used in fig. la. In practise, however, 
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Figure 1: Eigenvalue distribution in the complex plane for the free Dirac operator 
in the continuum. The lattice sizes are Lft = 40 and Ьц = 2 in fig. la and Bg. lb 
respectively, a„ = 0. The chemical potential is used as scale. 
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one often has to deal with small volumes and one should be prepared to encounter 

strong finite size effects, such as exhibited in fig. lb. 

As a second exactly soluble example we consider the Dirac operator with a linear 

gauge potential. These gauge potentials can be defined on the torus, provided suitable 

transition functions are introduced at the boundary. They have a constant field 

strength, which is restricted to discrete values, 

Fn = BxAt - djAx = 2*<?/Z' , Q = ±1, ±2, • •. (2.3) 

The integer Q is usually called the topological charge. 

In rcf, [10] - to which we refer for more details - we have computed the spectrum 

of tf> for these gauge potentials at zero ц. This computation can easily be extended 

to non-zero n, cf. the appendix. It is remarkable that the eigenvalues turn out to be 

independent of >i, i.e. they remain localized on the imaginary axis; 

A = ±iyj4*Qn/L* , n = 0,1,2, - • - (2.4) 

The /i dependence shows up only in the eigenfunttions. Relation (2.4) explicitly shows 

the effect of a finite volume on the eigenvalue distribution. Using ц as scale, it is seen 

that the only effect of small Ln is to increase the separation between eigenvalues. For 

the case A¥[x) — ctvfh described above the ц dependence in the spectum revealed the 

presence of free fermions. The spectrum for the constant field strength gauge fields 

however, shows no sign of free fermions. 

This picture seems to remain unchanged when the linear gauge potential is per

turbed by adding plane waves. In the appendix it is shown that to lowest order 

perturbation theory the spectrum is unaffected by these perturbations. Numerical 

computations in the lattice version suggest that the spectrum remains imaginary 

when smooth perturbations are added, also beyond lowest order perturbation theory. 

Since any smooth gauge potential with non-zero topological charge can be thought of 
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as a linear one with suitable perturbations, it appears that the spectrum is imaginary 

for ail amooth gauge fields with non-zero topological charge. 

3 Lattice U( l ) model 

On the lattice, the gauge fields are represented by U(l ) variables. Quantum expecta

tion values in the quenched approximation are computed by averaging the observable 

over an equilibrium ensemble of gauge field configurations. The probability of finding 

a configuration V in this ensemble is governed by the fioltzmann weight es^u\ where 

S{tf) is the usual action 

S{U)='£0nelT,. (3.1) 

The sum is over the plaquette variables Up and J is the gauge field coupling. 

As always, the limit a —* 0 is taken, tuning 3 in the process, such that physi

cal quantities are independent of the lattice di-stancu a for sufficiently small a. For 

the model at hand, the relation between lattice distance and coupling constant is 

particularly simple, 

а = д-10-у'г. (3.2) 

Here g is an arbitrary scale which can be idemilied with the gauge field coupling 

constant of the continuum model. From experience with the topological susceptibility 

in QED2 ' l l j , we expect approximate scaling for 3 -~ 4. 

We emphasize that the lattice distance is fixed by ,J. 1'he continuum limit is taken 

by letting ,<?—»oo. In order to end up with a finite volume L' — (aN)7, the number 

of lattice sites N7 should also grow ex /3. Similarly one has to tune the dimeusionless 

chemical potential in order to have a fixed ц: а{л ос J ' / 3 . Since we want to trace 

finite a effects, we will not use lattice units but from now on explicitly write all factors 

of a. 

In this paper we use the staggered formulation of fermions on the lattice. The 

form of the staggered Dirac operator is well known and can be found for this two 
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dimensional model e.g. in ref. [11]. We use the eame notation p as was used for the 

continuum version. The chemical potential is included in p in the standard fashion 

[1,2]: l/j is replaced by e^U, and U; is replaced by e'^U;, 

The ideal approach to study finite a effects on the spectrum of ф would be to 

study the eigenvalue distribution for equilibrium configurations with an increasingly 

large 0 and a large volume I? » g~l. This implies N3 >> 0, which its hard to 

satisfy. Our numerical results are for N3 < 16. Taking /?-»oc for fixed lattice .̂ izc 

removes the gauge field fluctuations: fluctuations typically extend over a distance of 

order g~1 and for 0~*oo - which implies L~+0 - the lattice only covers a vanishing 

fraction of these fluctuations. Thus one effectively ends up with a constant gaagc 

field Uv{x) — txpia^/N, up to a gauge transformation. 

For large (i and small N we may then turn to the results of the previous .»<-ctior to 

guide our expectations for the spectrum. In particular wo. expect that the eigenvalues 

are distributed roughly in a region —/i < Re A < p. The second result of thar section 

suggests that this ц dependence in the spectrum can bo avoided by forcing the g.tuge 

fields in the Q / 0 vacuum. This can be implemented by multiplying the equilibrium 

gauge fields U with a smooth background field V, which carries topological charge. 

To be more specific, the gauge field Uv[x) is replace by U^(x}V^.(x). The field V is 

a lattice version of the continuum one with constant field strength considered aheve: 

these fields are described in rcf. [10]. 

4 Spectrum of the staggered Jj> at finite ц 

Hef o re considering fluctuating gauge fields, it will be shown how the results of sect. 2 

translate to the lattice. For the case of constant gauge fields Uv{x) - e x p i ^ / Л ' , T.he 

spectrum can again be computed analytically, 

aX -— ±i(sin' apt + sins{api + ia^)) 1 / ï , 

ар, - kw2*{N + aK/JV, к„ - I,- • •, N/2. (4.1) 
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For staggered fermions N must be even and the spectrum has a two-fold Savor de

generacy. It follows from the scaling relations given in sec с. Г. that one can reduce 

finite a effects in the spectrum at the cost of increasing finite L effects: for any N 

one can choose a small on the scale JJ> a/i ~ 0.1 say. Finite size effects will then 

be small only if L is large on the scale /*, i.e. Nap.{2* is large. For small ар^ац 

one recognizes the continuum result (2.2). To show the eiTect of discretization, we 

consider the eigenvalue distribution for the same value £>* = 2 as in fig. lb. Choosing 

ад = ОД gives N = 20, (to obtain Lpt ~ 40, as in fig. la would require JV = 400). 

The spectrum is shown in fig. 2a. Comparing with fig. lb, we see that finite L effects 

are responsible for the large separation between eigenvalues, the discretization shows 

up in the distribution of the large eigenvalues. More exact results for free fermions at 

finite ft on the lattice can be found in ref. [12]. 

The second exact result of sect. 2 was obtained for gauge fields with constant 

field strength. Here we have no analytical results for the lattice spectrum and we 

have resorted to the computer. Fig. 2b shows the eigenvalues of p in a gauge field 

V with topological charge Q = I. The lattice has N7 = 1€3 sites. The chemical 

potential apt — 0.1 and it must be reminded that only small eigenvalues, |oA| << 1, 

should be considered. As can be seen in fig. 2b, the small eigenvalues of ф are indeed 

imaginary. Only the large eigenvalues, which are expected to suffer finite a effects, 

have a ц dependent real part. 

After having established these /J = oo results, we add gauge field fluctuations. We 

intend to investigate the conjecture [9| that finite a effects can give rize to a 'spurious1 

scattering of the eigenvalues away from the imaginary axis for pt Ф 0 For large 0 and 

fixed Л' there will be nearly free fermions and we expect a strip of eigenvalues with 

width A ss p% cf. fig.l. Such an eigenvalue distribution would obscure an additional 

spurious scattering. This complication can be avoided by including a background field 

V with non-sero topological charge, i.e. using UV in stead of V. The results of sect. 
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Figure 2: Spectrum of the free daggered Dirac operator on the lattice. The lattice 
distance is given by ац - 0,1. Fig. 2a is for the free field (a„ - 0) with hn - 2 
(N = 20); Fig. 2b is for the background field V with Q = 1 and Lp =• 1.6 (N ~ 16); 
the dots on the imaginary axis represent two (flavor degenarate) eigenvalues. 
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2 and the appendix suggest that in this case the spectrum, for the small eigenvalues 

at least, should be independent of /*; any scattering of eigenvalues should then be 

ascribed to finite a effects. 

Fig. 3 shows spectra of p[UV). The lattice size is .V* - 162, the field V has 

topological charge Q = 1. Figs. За-e arc for 3 --- 8,32,128,512 and 2048 respectively. 

The values 3 = 512 - 2048 may seem extremely !ar«c, but in going from ,3 -- 8 to 

3 = 2048 the lattice distance only decreases by a factor 16. In QCÜ this would 

be similar to going from 0 = 5.7 to 0 = 7.3, which is not so outrageous. Keeping 

the chemical potential fixed implies that a.u x J l ; 3 . We. have chosen ац - 0.16 at 

3 = 8. Furthermore, we want to monitor the horizontal stuttering of the eigenvalues 

A tn physical units, i.e. without the factor a. Therefore we have plotted Re (\/fi) as 

before. We have plotte-i the imaginary part in lattice units, however, since we do not 

intend to focus on the behaviour of imaginary \UITV-- of the eigenvalues here and the 

factor 16 difference in scale between fig. 3a and fig. 3e would M>oil the picture-

It is clearly seen m fig. 3 that the scattering of the eigenvalues away from the 

- imaginary axis in physical units, disappears for ,-: *0. This behaviour confirms the 

expectation based on the exact results of s e c 1? :*nd the appendix, that the eigen

values should be purely imaginary in the absence Ы finite a effects. We have been 

careful to keep ft fixed, while changing the latfi<- : distance. However, since N is also 

fixed, the lattice size L -- Xa decreases for increasing ti. From ihv finite size result 

of sect. 2 we learn that the vertical gaps in the spectrum wil! disappear for large £., 

but the horizontal scattering cannot be ascribed to unite L effects. Fig. 3 is one of 

the main results of this paper. It proves that finite a effects can be responsible for 

spurious scattering of the eigenvalues off the imaginary axis. At \i ф U this may freely 

happen, since p is no longer anti-hermitian. 

A Further matter of interest is the rate at which the eigenvalue scattering disap

pears. This should be estimated from the behaviour of the physical eigenvalues, i.e. 

those with jlmaAj < < 1. Unfortunately the small lattice size makes that there are 
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very few such eigenvalues. Л rough estimate of the width of the eigenvalue strip at 

JmaA ss 0.2 for 0 > 32, is compatible with a linear behaviour; A,/g <x (3~^s oc a. We 

add a subscrip s to Д, to indicate that this scattering is spurious. 

In fact we can try to guess the large volume behaviour of the spectrum without 

a background field from the results shown here. Let us assume that the topologie» 1 

charge of auch a large configuration is carried by objects, cal] them vortices, which are 

localized in space-time and cairy approximately ± 1 unit of charge. These vortices are 

supposed to have little interaction and their number, nr t п., should be proportional 

to L?, upto fluctuations of order L. The number of vortices with charge i 1(-1) is 

denoted by n + ( n _ ) . The fluctuations in the difference nt n are measured by th..> 

topological susceptibility: x {Q7)/b2
f Q --• n^ • n Adopting this p in ure, t,n.' 

can imagine deviding the lattice into sublattices which contain exactly one v»rte:c 

and have little interaction. Upto smooth dcjormation.4, the configurations on these 

sublattices should resemble the configurations VV conquered above ami tli«- .sppctrn 

computed fiom those sublattices may resemble those of fig, ?c-e. Sine*- we i.isumet'. 

that the .sublattices were largely uncorrelated, tliP spectrum of ф as a whole shouk 

resemble a superposition of tho spectra obtained from Uie sublattices. This picture 

suggests that ior /?••-* oo and L » g~x the eigenvalues of' p will be purely ima^inarv 

for all /i < < I/a. This is the way it should be, since the quenched Schwirif.er miule. 

has fermion confinement and therefore ц dependence should be absent. Also the high 

density of eigenvalues at the origin, which is needed for the non-zero \\\} of tb** 

quenched model can be understood in this picture 13}. 

FJeforc closing this sections, we will illustrate that a phase transition can be rec

ognized from the /i dependence of the spectrum despite the spurious scattering of 

eigenvalues for finite o. Thereto we first reconsider the spectrum of Ip for the smooth 

field V. In the continuum we may infer from the д independence of the spectrum 
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that the fermioni cannot be excited for any finite value of /J, This suggests that they 

have an infinite m&bs. On the lattice the small eigenvalues are imaginary provided 

that ц is not too large. For increasing /J, eigenvalue pairs with an increasingly smaller 

imaginary part split up, away from the imaginary axis and the 'antennas' in fig. 2b 

grow. At (л ~• 0.5/a all eigenvalues have left the imaginary axis. Thus it seems as if 

the fermions have a mass of the order of the cut-off l/a. 

If fluctuating gauge fields are added, i.e. V is replaced by UV, the eigenvalues 

scatter off the imaginary axis for all values of ƒ*. Fig. 4 shows the ц dependence 

of the width Д of the eigenvalue strip where it crosses the real axis. The lattice is 

smaller here, N = 8 and /J = 512. This figure can be interpreted as a phase diagram 

in the ц - m plane, following the considerations given in the introduction. In this 

case Д should be replaced by m on the vertical axis, Equivalently, one can interpret*» 

it as a plot of the m dependence of the fermion mass m/. Then Л should be replaced 

by m and я by my. Taking this latter interpretation seriously, it would follow that 

the fermion mass is strongly suppressed for small m, such that mf - 0 for rn — 0. 

Prom fig. 3 it follows that the region where this suppression seta in shrinks to zero 

for /?—*oo: the open circles in fig. 4 recede to the horizontal axis and rrif <x I fa is 

recovered for alt m. This is made more explicit by noting that аД, ос (a(i)7 holds 

approximately for a/j <— 0.5 (the open circles). This behaviour is consistent with the 

result Д, ос а, obtained from fig. 3. As before we use the notation Д, in this ц 

range, to indicate that the scattering here is a finite a effect. For ац ~ 0.5 we expect 

аД — ату(ац), and in this ц region Д is finite for a~*0. 

The equivalent interpretation of fig. 4 as a phase diagram shows that in this limit 

a critial value for the chemical potential fit as 0.5/a is recovered for m — 0. ThU 

illustrates that a 'real* phase transition line can be identified using measurements 

such as Bhown in fig. 4. This is possible provided that the 'spurious' phase transition 

line (the open circles in fig. 4) is close enough to the horizontal axis. In that case thi» 

cross-over to the 'real' phase transition line (the black circles) can be recognized. 
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Of course the phase diagram of fig. 4 is unrealistic, since it deals with masses and 

a chemical potential of order 1/a. However, we expect that the qualitative features 

discussed above also aply to realistic phase diagrams, that are obtained from the /i 

dependence of the eigenvalue distribution of ф. 

5 Going unquenched 

The previous sections were concerned with the spectrum of p, for quenched gauge 

fields. Here we would like to extend this study to the full, unquenched theory. It is not 

immediately clear how this should be done. One way would be to produce equilibrium 

gauge fields with the modified Boltimann weight es^v)Det{p (U) + uw). Of course 

this invokes the problem of dealing with a complex weight, since Det( ty -f am) is 

complex in general for ц ф 0. But even if this could somehow be overcome, e.g by 

using a Langevin method (14} от by 'including the phase of the determinant in the 

observable* [15,16], the gauge field ensemble would correspond to a fixed value of 

the mass parameter. The spectrum of p for such a gauge field can only be used to 

compute {Xx) for this single mass value. The beautiful connection between the mass 

dependence of (yx) *n4 the eigenvalue distribution is lost in this approach1. 

Below it will be demonstrated, that the distribution of the leros of the unquenched 

partition fuction in the complex m plane, carries the same information as the distri

bution of eigenvalues of the quenched p. The grand canonical partition function 

is 

Z{*m) = JDUDt\{p[U) + om)e5^' . (5.1) 

This can also be written as a quenched average, 

Z[am) = Z,(Det(# + am))9 , (5.2) 

{•U^yjDV.t-WK (5.3) 

' la reft, 1&>6,?| the problem of dealing with a complex Bolumaa weight i» tackled in a completely 
dtffarurt way 
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The quenched partition function Z4 is independent of am. On a finite lattice the 

determinant is a polynomial in am, which is of degree N* for QEDj. Therefore 

Z{am) has exactly N* seroa in the complex am plane. Using the notation at, for 

these zeroi, it follows that 

The last expression for (Ух) '* formally the same as expression (1.1) for the quenched 

model: the quenched expression features the eigenvalues of JJ>, the unquenched result 

uses the zeros of Z(am). This shows that the distribution of zeros of Z{am) carries 

the same information about the phase structure of the unquenched model as the 

distribution of eigenvalues for the quenched model. 

The representation (5.4) suggests that the unquenched (Yx) can be estimated for 

all values of am at once and ^ ^ 0, as follows, First an equilibrium ensemble of 

quenched gauge fields is produced in the usual fashion. Then the eigenvalues of ф 

are computed for each member of this ensemble. Here the ц dependence comes in, 

The determinant Det(# + am) is written as a polynomial in am, Det(^> + am) -

£iJÜoc»(am)*- For each gauge field the coefficients e, can be computed easily from 

the eigenvalues, To estimate (Det(Jp + йт))щ, the coefficients cs are averaged over 

the ensemble. The zeros of Z(am) are the zeros of the polynomial 

*(ат)/Яв = £ < е , ) . ( « п ) * . (5.5) 

Since the spectrum of Ц> is invariant under A,-» - A,, it follows that all coefficients 

with odd s are zero. Furthermore it will not be necessary to use all eigenvalues. 

Only eigenvalues below some cut-off will be relevant for the scaling properties of the 

partition function. 

Obviously this method to estimate (Det(/Z> + em)), will meet with numerical dif

ficulties for large lattices, The number of eigenvalues, even below a chosen cut-off, 
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grows proportionally to the lattice volume. One may fear that this approach suffers 

from the same problems as 'including the determinant in the observable1. However, 

it is not clear beforehand how sensitive the distributions of the zeros is to such dif

ficulties. Only experience can teach how good or bad the method works on not too 

large lattices. 

The potential gain is large: by looking at the distribution of the zeros for various 

values of JI> one can immediatelly read off the phase structure, just like it is done 

in the quenched case using the distribution of the eigenvalues of p. In particular 

it would be easy to see if the spurious scattering of the eigenvalues in the quenched 

case, is present also in the unquenched case through a scattering of zeros round the 

imaginary axis. Since this interesting question can be made applicable also to the two 

dimensional model studied here, wc have decided to test the above approach. It turns 

out that, for this simple model at least, qualitative results are not hard to obtain. 

Before presenting these results, it is necessary to discuss a peculiarity of the quenched 

gauge field ensemble. 

Intermezzo 

The gauge field U»[x) and U^(x)e*a"^s carry the same action for constant fields QV. 

This implies that a suflPciently large ensemble on a finite lattice is invariant under the 

replacement 

We write the phase in (5.6) as rt„/iV, to make contact with the -iiscussion in sect. 2. 

There the arbitrary global phase was already encountered for zero action gauge fields. 

This symmetry implies that the expectation value of any Polyakov loop that winds 

one or more times round the lattice is sero. The determinant of Tj> + am is a linear 

combination of terms which consist of products of Wilson loops and Potyakov lines. 

The only ц dependence of the determinant is through such terms containing Polyakov 

lines winding in the time direction. The symmetry (5.6) removes such terms and the 
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ц dependence disappean from the determinant. This absence of /i dependence is 

expected for QEDj: in a confining U(l) theory, only fermion-antifermion pairs can 

propagate, which are insensitive to the chemical potential. 

For QCD the picture would be slightly different. Here the analog of (5.6) is a 

multiplication of the U fields on one time-slice with an element of the center of SU(.'i); 

these transformations are well-known from finite temperature QCD. Unlike in QEDj, 

the symmetry can dynamically break in QCD, which would signal deconfinement 

of the quarks. In the broken symmetry phase one then recovers the expected \i 

dependence of the partition function. Also in the confined phase with ц < |Л/д, the 

presence of the center symmetry alone is not sufficient to remove the /x dependence 

form the partition function: Polyakov lines winding a multiple of 3 times round the 

lattice are insensitive to transformations with a center element. Therefore it is not 

Ruaranteed that a spurious ц dependence is absent in the confined phase of QCD. This 

might show up as a /J dependent scattering of zeros of the partition Junction away 

from the imaginary axis, similar to the scattering of eigenvalues in the quenched caj;e, 

We will present evidence below that the usual averaging over the fluctuations of 

the gauge field suffices to remove such spurious y. dependence. To make this plausible, 

we return to QEDj where we mimic the situation in QCD by using a modification 

of the usual path integral average: instead of averaging over a gauge field ensemble 

which is invariant under (5.6), a restricted ensemble is used in which the symmetry 

(5.6) is removed. This removal of the symmetry can e.g. be achieved by performing 

a transformation of the form (5.6) on each memeber of an ordinary ensemble, such 

that the two Polyakov lines through one specific site xo arc transformed to one. For 

QCD one can similary transform the Polyakov lines as close to the unit element as 

possible. 

For QED] there actually is a very efficient way to produce configurations without 

the symmetry (5.6). First one realizes that after fixing a complete axial gauge, a 

gauge field configuration is determined by the values of N7 • 1 plaquettes and 2 
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orthogonal Polyakov tines. The phases of the 2 Polyakov lines correspond to the or V It 

turns out that equilibrium configurations can be generated using this representation. 

The physical fluctuations are incorporated by the plaquette variables, whereas the 

symmetry (5.6) can be removed by giving the Polyakov lines a fixed phase, e.g. av = 

0. Giving them a randomly fluctuating phase would reproduce the usual ensemble. 

Actually this method of producing equilibrium fields is much more efficient for large 

& than tbe traditional one, that uses the link variables. 

Next we would like to argue that the restricted ensemble in some sense is a better 

ensemble th*n the one invariant under (5.6). First, it can be shown that the average 

Polyakov line vanishes in an infinite volume, as it should. This is a consequence of the 

physical fluctuations of the gauge field, which make Wilson loops obey an area law. 

To see this, consider the expectation value of the Polyakov line, (P) = jj £ n (̂ Ч1*))-

The brackets here denote averaging over the restricted ensemble and n labels the site 

(on one time-slice) through which the Polyakov line runs. The restricted ensemble is 

constructed such that P{n) = I for one site no- Therefore we can write the average 

Polyakov line as 
rV Af 

(P) = ^E(P4no)P{n))^~f:e-'lM<xl/N for JV-oo. (5.T) 

Note that the second expectation value is the same on both ensembles. Here a is the 

string tension and we used the approximation that Wilson loops on a large volume 

obey an exact area law. This argument relates Wilson's criterion for confinement (an 

area law for Wilson loops) to the vanishing of the order parameter (P), The presence 

of the symmetry (5.6) tends to obscure this connection. 

Second, one can consider very small volumes L « g~l. Here one expects uncon-

fined fennions and {P) should be non-iero. This can never be the case using the usual 

ensemble. For the restricted ensemble one indeed finds that (P) grows for decreasing 

i . 

Third, one may recognise that a symmetry transformation (5.6) amounts to a 
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change in the boundary conditions for a matter field ф coupled to the gauge field. Sup

pose that the field ф has been given periodic boundary conditions, i.e. ф{»„ - t) « 

ф{х„ = 0). The couplings across the boundary look like ф'{х¥ = L - а)и¥{х)ф[т¥ - 0). 

After a transformation of the form (5.6) and a suitable gauge transformation, this 

coupling is seen to transform into ф*{г¥ - L-а)и¥(х)е*а,,ф{х¥ = 0), which implies 

that 

ф(х„ = 1)= «*"*{*„ = 0). (5.8) 

This shows that the averaging over the usual gauge field ensemble will effectively 

amount to averaging over all boundary conditions of the form (5.8). Using SU(2) as 

gauge group, it follows similarly that it is the same to impose periodic or anti-periodic 

boundary conditions for matter fields on quenched gauge field configurations. 

Finally we recall the original motivation for using the restricted ensemble; now 

it is not forced by a symmetry that the /4 dependence vanishes from the partition 

function. This therefore resembles the situation in QCD, where triple Polyakov lines 

can in principle induce ц dependence, even with the center symmetry unbroken. 

Zeros of the partition function 

After this intermexzo to motivate using the restricted gauge field ensemble, we give 

some exploratory results for the distribution of zeros of the partition function Z[am). 

The quenched averages of the coefficients (c,)f are estimated using the ensemble with

out the symmetry (5.6). First we show that the unquenched model ia indeed better 

protected from the finite a effects that hamper the quenched model. 

Fig. 5 shows the zeros of Z' for 0 - 32 and N* = 16', the gauge fields have been 

multiplied with a background field V with charge Q = 1, as in fig. 3. The chemical 

potential ад = 0.1, a little higher than in the corresponding quenched result shown 

in fig. 3b. The prime on Z means that only a subset of eigenvalues has been used 

to estimate the physical1 partition function; the ones with larger norms have been 

left out; typically 70 eigenvalues were used. We have checked that taking a different 
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subset does not change the distribution of leros close to the origin significantly; the 

difference shows up in the number and distribution of zeros farther away from the 

origin. It took approximately 20 quenched configurations to get a stable estimate for 

the distribution of zeros. 

Fig. 5 shows that the zeros close to the origin are exactly imaginary. There is no 

scattering off the imaginary axis, as was the case for the eigenvalues in the quenched 

model. Apparently the averaging over the gauge field fluctuations is sufficient to 

remove the contributions from the Polyakov lines to the average determinant. The 

symmetry (5.6) is not needed for this result. 

As a further illustration we show the distribution of zeros in two different 0 regimes 

for gauge fields without background fields V. Fig. 6a is for 0 = 2, ац — 0.1. Here we 

may hope that the N =• 16 lattice is sufficiently Jarge as to support fermion confine

ment. This is to some extent confirmed by the distribution of zeros: the small ones 

are distributed on or close to the imaginary axis. Due to the larger scattering of the 

eigenvalues for this value of /?, it took 60 configurations to produce fig. 6a. Using 

only 20 configurations» to estimate the average determinant, produced zeros which 

were distributed slightly differently. This reveals the effect of statistical fluctuations. 

Such statistical fluctuations seem to be small in fig. 6^, since the location of zeros was 

unchanged, using different subensembles to estimate the average determinant. A pos

sible explanation for the observed scattering of zeros awpy from the imaginary aris, 

would be the presence of finite a effects at this rather low value of /?. Another exp -

nation could be that the lattice is still too small to sufficiently suppress contributions 

of Polyakov lines to the average determinant. 

Fig. 6b is the same as fig, 6a, but now 0 — 128. Here we expect unconfined 

fermions. This can be recognized in the figure from the appeareuce of two zeros on 

the real axis with Reaz, аз 0.1 = ац. This suggests that the fermions have a mass 

which is almost the same as the bare mass m, which is appropriate for nearly free 

fermions. 
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Figure 1: Zeros of the reduced partition function Z' a t ац — 0.1 (see text}. The gauge 
fields have / 3 - 3 2 and N = 16. They are multiplied with a background field V with 
Q = 1. 
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6 Discussion 

Let us first summarise some of the results for the quenched model. We have investi
gated the effect of finite a effects on the horisontal scattering of eigenvalues of ф, at 
finite д. Fig. 3 shows spectra that would be purely imaginary in the limit a — 0, for 
the small eigenvalues at leaat. At finite a, however, the eigenvalues scatter away from 
the imaginary axis. More generally we infer from this result that lattice artefacts 
cause a 'spurious' scattering of eigenvalues. In ref. [10,11] at д — 0 we found such 
spurious scattering of eigenvalues along the imaginary axis. At д Ф 0, when Jp is 
no longer anti-hermitian, this scattering is also away from the imaginary axis. To 
make this more explicit, we have parametrised the horisontal range of the spurious 
scattering as 

a A. « (ад)9 , (6.1) 

which was based on figs. 3 and A. It is emphasized that this spurious scattering is 
unavoidably present for finite о and д: Suppose one would expect a strip of eigenvalues 
with width A, neglecting finite a effects. Then the observed width of the eigenvalue 
strip is Д + A». 

We expect that a similar behaviour applies to QCD. Here one expects that the 
spectrum is independent of д for д < }тд , in the confined phase. Therefore one 
expects the eigenvalues to be distributed on the imaginary axis in this д regime. 
This neglects the effect of lattice artefacts. The QED: results, in particular eq. (6.1), 
suggest that the observed spectnm obtained from a lattice with finite lattice distance, 
will have eigenvalues scattered in a strip with width ос (ад)1. The results of ref. [3] 
for the spectrum of p in the strong coupling limit, actually are consistent with this 
behaviour. We therefore indentify the Urip of eigenvalues with width ос (ад)', found 
in ref. [3], as a manifestation of finite a effects. It is not hard to believe that the 
'physical1 shift in the spectrum triggered by д > \mBt is completely drowned in this 
spurious scattering. 
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To separate the spurious scattering Д , from physical shifts in the eigenvalue dis

tribution, one needs a small lattice distance, such that Д , is sufficiently small at 

ц ~ з"»в- If the width of the strip of eigenvalues is measured for several values of 

ц both under and above the critical value, a picture such as shown in fig. 4 may 

emerge, which allows for an identification of the 'real' phase transition line. This 

requires sufficiently large values of the gauge coupling 0. 

In this $ regime, the quenched approximation should work satisfactory also at 

/ i ^ O , In particular we stress, that eigenvalues scattered in a strip with width 

а Д , ос (о/*)2, is not a sign of chiral symmetry restoration. Such spurious fluctuations 

merely put an extra constraint on the value ol the mass parameter that can be used 

meaningfully: In order to avoid lattice artefacts, one must take care that both Д , < < 

m and m << 1/a, where Д , is the width of the spurious eigenvalue scatter. The lower 

boundary Д . of this scaling window in m vanishes for a—>0. A similar restriction on 

the mass values was found in a different context in icfs. [11,17]. 

Next we summarize our results for the unquenched model and translate them to 

QCD. Here we have focussed on the partition function, which is proportional to the 

quenched average of the determinant of ф + am. We showed that the distribution of 

zeros of the partition function in the complex m plane :ontains the same information 

as the distribution of eigenvalues of the quenched V) . Due to a global symmetry 

of the usual gauge field ensemble, the partition function (and consequently ( \x ) ) 'ls 

independent of /*. We have argued that it is physically appealing to remove thU global 

symmetry form the gauge field ensemble. 

We have computed the distribution of zeros of the unquenched partition function 

using a similar quenched gauge field ensemble as was used to compute the distribution 

of eigenvalues of p , but with the global symmetry removed. In the unquenched case, 

the zeros close to the origin were distributed right on the imaginary axis whereas in 

the quenched case, the corresponding eigenvalue distribution showed a clear scattering 
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away from the imaginary axis. From this we conclude tha t averaging D e t ( # + am) 

over gauge fields reduces or even removes spurious у dependence that is present in 

the individual determinants. It is stressed that the symmetry (5.6) is not needed for 

this result. 

For QCD we expect the same to be true. The spurious ц dependence encountered 

in the quenched approximation should cancel out in the unquenched model. It would 

be interesting to try and verify this by computing the zeros of the QCD partition 

function (as a function of the mass parameter) , just like it was done in QED2. The 

approach featured here may also work for QCD on not too targe lattices. Even in 

the strong coupling limit we expect a reduction or even elimination of the spurious 

/i dependence. The results of refs. [5,6,7] suggest that spurious /i dependence is 

eliminated from the unquenched model. 

We have spend some time discussing the subtle role played by the global U(l) 

symmetry (5.6), or the analogous Zjcenter symmetry in QCD. On the one hand, it 

may be exploited to remove unwanted contributions to the partition function, coming 

from single or double Polyakov lines [16,7]. On the other hand, it may obscure the 

physics: on a small volume it will remove ц dependent contributions from Polyakov 

lines corresponding to unconfined quarks, which really should be there. 

In this context it is also interesting to note that the U(l) toy model result, of 

ref. [4] deals exclusively with this global symmetry. Here too, the effect of this 

symmetry is to lemove all ц dependence form the partition function and therefore 

from the unquenched (3<x)- In the quenched toy model, however, such a cancellation 

of ц dependence can never occur. To find out to what extent the unquenched result is 

affected by the presence of this global symmetry, we evaluate the average determinant 

on an ensemble with the symmetry removed. For the toy model this boils down to 

computing the determinant for the trivial gauge field: 

<Det(# + am)), - D e t ( # + am)\v=i - 2cosh{Nan) - 2cosh(Nam' /2) , 
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W = 2ялЬ~1(ат/2) . (6.2) 

ТЫа fellows Ъу substituting # = 0 in eq. (3) of ref. [4]. We see that (ЗД) *s now fi 

dependent and one can actually check that for iV-»oo the same result for (Xx) follows 

as was found for the unquenched Ofx)-

In the analogous SU(3) model of ref. [8] there is no difference between quenched 

and unquenched (for N—*oo), because the triple Polyakov line can still produce /i 

dependence in the unquenched model. Therefore it is not necessary here to break 

the symmetry by hand in order to reconcile quenched and unquenched. These con

siderations confirm our conclusion that quenched and unquenched are'likely to give 

similar results in finite p Monte Carlo simulations, provided that finite a effects in the 

quenched approximation are under control!. This should even be the case for U(n) 

models if the global symmetry (5.6) is removed from the path integral average. 

Finally we would tike to recall the remarkable result that the spectrum of p for a 

topologkally non-trivial gauge field in QEDg is independent of /i. This suggests that 

free fermions are absent in such a background field. It would be very interesting to 

look also at smooth topologically non-trivial SU(3) gauge fields, such as instantons 

or monopoles. Computing the spectrum of p for these gauge fields at finite ц may 

tell if quarks are expelled here as well. A better understanding of this phenomenon 

may be relevant for the problem of quark confinement. 
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Appendix 

In this appendix the eigenvalue computation of ref. (10] is extended to finite p. 

Furthermore it is shown that to lowest order perturbation theory, the spectrum is 

unchanged when a plane wave perturbation is added to the gauge field. 

The eigenvalue equation is 

Ai(t) = - w t , w = 2wQ/L» , (A.l) 

with boundary condition 

f(x = L) - ƒ(* = 0) , (A.2) 

f(t = L) = e^'f(t - 0) . (A.3) 

In ref. [10] elementary solutions of the squared equation ty *Яп,± ~ ^*9n,± we^e com
puted for ц — 0. Por p Ф 0 the only change is an extra factor «-"(H-W/Q). 

the corresponding eigenvalue is 

A* = -{2n + 1 =f l)|w| . (A.5) 

Here k is an arbitrary integer, Я* is the Hermite polynomial of order n and x* is 

a spinor x+ ~ (o)tX- - (?)• These solutions obey the boundary condition in the 

г direction (A.2), but fail (A.3). Taking a linear superposition of the $1 also this 

latter condition can be met: 

9n,± =«« £ elti » (A6) 

Here we have choeen Q = 1 for simplicity, \Q\ > 1 would be similar, except for extra 

degeneracy. The constant tn is a normalisation factor such that 

1n,,9m.t = *«Ai (s,« = ± ) . (A.7) 
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The bar on 9 means taking the complex conjugate and replacing ft by — ц. In (A.7) an 

integration over x and t is understood. Eigenfunctions of 1J> are a linear corabination 

of jr's with the same eigenvalue A', 

f±x = у {̂Лч+ ± ffn-i.-) , (A.8) 

for A = 0, /o = flo,+ -

Next a periodic gauge field perturbation is added to (A.l) of the form 

64 = alcos{2itmx/l)coa{2irlt/L), mj = 0,1,2, •••, (A.9) 

where the temporal gauge is respected. The boundary conditions are still (Л,2,А.З). 

In order to compute the lowest order shift in the eigenvalues, the diagonal matrix 

elements of (A.9) are computed, 

7x*4 fx = 5 £ (*** ' .* - + A7±(i±m) (АЛО) 

These latter matrix elements are rewritten, 

Jo Jp 

х Я я ( ^ ( « + kl))B^ti>/Zit + * ,L))r | , t* ,-b»£ 

= <V* i c ^ F / '£
| t t et«i i / t e-H(«+«la +(«+"-^) , l 

x ^ ( v ^ ( « + I H R . , ( v ^ ( t + fcI-mI)) 

= « „ c ^ w ^ ' V " " /°° Ле*ш/«е-««-^ ,-* ,*паЯ„(0Яп-1(« - 2гт) . 

In the last equality t has been reseated and г — y/ÜJL/2, It was also used that 

e*«i(t+fci)/i = eJ««/t for mtegers Jfe. After shifting t~*t + zm and adding similar terms 

Afet,±mi 3S?±i,±-«. H follows that 

ƒ**-*ƒ* = rc«cw_iw ' e I dte 
Z J-QO 
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x coa{*U/x)\HH(t - xm)Hn-i(t + шт) + Hn{t -f *m)#„_i(t - xm)\ 

= 0 . 

The final equality follows after changing t—* - t in the second term of the integrand 

and using that tfn(x)#„_i(y) = -Я № ( -х )Я п _ 1 ( -у ) . 

This result suggests that also when smooth fluctuations are added to the backgroud 

field with constant field strength the spectrum remains purely imaginary. It may also 

be remarked that the spectrum is unchanged when the boundary conditions (A.2, A.3) 

are supplemented with an extra factor e,e". 
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